NAVIGATION

From a coffee shop start-up to
a multi-million dollar enterprise

IYZICO
TURKEY’S WIDELY USED PAYMENT
GATEWAY SERVICES PROVIDER

VISIT WEBSITE

35K+

or get in touch for a similar project

REGISTERED
MERCHANTS

$ 9 MN+
FUNDS
RAISED

Known as the ‘Stripe of Turkey’, Iyzico was kickstarted in Istanbul where founders worked from
coffee shops and their home. Back then,
accepting online payments in turkey was a big
pain. Iyzico was founded to fill this gap.

The idea was to build a simple yet effective
payment gateway that would allow ecommerce
store owners in Turkey to accept online
payments in a fast and secured way within 48
hours. And, Iyzico collaborated with Multidots to
build a world-class payment gateway.

20+
PAYMENT
OPTIONS

How Multidots helped Iyzico
Our team assisted Iyzico right from building the
payment gateway, extensions and their website.
The major technologies used were the Zend
Framework and WordPress Open Source CMS.

VIEW OUR CAPABILITIES

Working on the Dedicated Model
Considering the needs of Iyzico, we decided it would
be best to deploy a dedicated team of 8 developers
working on their project. Following Agile Methodology,
our people implemented the project in a timely and
cost-effective way.

LEARN ABOUT OUR PROCESS

PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

1

Custom payment solutions
were built for ecommerce
stores and market places .

EXTENSIONS

Or request a quote

ADMIN & VENDOR PANEL

2

Advanced panels to help
Iyzico manage vendors,
transactions & lot more.

3

Custom modules were
designed, built & optimized for
shopping carts.

WORDPRESS WEBSITE

4

Advanced CMS Website using
open source technology to
help manage content easily.

Gains Iyzico Achieved

More than just development

Scalable, secured & robust solutions

Multidots understood that a start -up’s needs

A start-up grows exponentially and so the solutions it

always evolve as time passes. Our team

requires have to scalable ensuring the performance

constantly advised them regarding the

and customer experience is never hampered. We

business aspects to fulfill their business goals.

made sure that the payment gateway functioned with
super-fast speeds giving merchants the best
experience irrespective of business volume size.

Quality coupled with Affordability

On-time delivery

The various needs of a start-up have to

Using advanced project management tools, our

compete with the resources it has. Multidots

project managers constantly kept the Iyzico Team in

ensured that Iyzico got the best that suited

the loop to update our proje ct’s progress. Scrum

their pockets. Rigorous QA & Testing ensured

Technique ensured we quickly implemented the

the end-result was flawless.

feedback and delivered solutions on time.

Never miss another deadline for your start-up because your customers
won’t wait. Try the Multidots Team and say good-bye to project hiccups.

GET STARTED – REQUEST A QUOTE
or view our other projects

